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PROOF OF A CONJECTURED ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION

FOR THE APPROXIMATION OF SURFACE INTEGRALS

P. VERLINDEN AND R. COOLS

Abstract. Georg introduced a new kind of trapezoidal rule and midpoint rule

to approximate a surface integral over a curved triangular surface and conjec-

tured the existence of an asymptotic expansion for this approximation as the

subdivision of the surface gets finer. The purpose of this paper is to prove the

conjecture.

1. Introduction

In [1] Georg introduced a new kind of trapezoidal rule and midpoint rule to

approximate a surface integral over a curved triangular surface and made a con-

jecture about the asymptotic behavior of the approximation as the subdivision

of the surface gets finer. Recently, Georg and Tausch [2] found a partial proof
of this conjecture. Strong numerical evidence supports the validity of the con-

jecture. The purpose of this paper is to prove the conjecture. Simultaneously

and independently, Lyness [3] obtained similar results.

Let a denote the triangle

a :={{u,v)£ R2:0<u,0<v,u + v< 1}

and
V := {(0,0), (1,0), (0,1)}

its vertices. Let af ¡ and af ¡ denote the affine maps

n    i \ (u+i     V + j\ (I -U + i      1 -V + Aalj{u,v):= (—,—iy        alj{u,v):= (__,__¿J

and

tfn := {a?j : 0 <i + j< n - 1} U {äftj : 0 < /' + j < n - 2}.

Then

e=   \J  aio)

represents the regular subdivision of the triangle o into n2 subtriangles. Let

(f> : a -> M3 : (w, v) i-> (x, v, z) = (¡>{u, v)
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be the parametrization of a surface S = </>(<r) in R3 and let g{u,v) be a

function on a . Then we define the operator ó"? as

(1) i^ng)iu,v):= Y,(g°a)(u,v)area[i<j>oa)iV)],

where

area[(0oa)(F)]

:=X-\\ii<poa)il,0)-icpoa)iO,0))xii<poa)iO,l)-i4>oa)iO,0))\\

is the area of the triangle with vertices (</>oq)(F) and || • || represents the usual

Euclidean norm in K3. We use the following notation for partial derivatives:

Qk\ +k2+- ■+k„
fikl'k2'"'kn)(xi,x2,... ,x„)=      ,     ,-—r/(x1, x2, ... ,x„).

dxx'dX22---dx„"

If g is continuous and <p is continuously differentiable, we have

(2) KmiS%ng)iu, v) = JJ giu, v)0x'°\u, v) x ̂ °-')(M, v)\\dudv.

Hence, if / is a continuous function on S,

i^nifo4>)){u,v)

converges to the surface integral of / over S

[ fdS= If fitiu, v))0x'°\u,v)x^o'x\u,v)\\dudv.
Js J Ja

To approximate this surface integral, Georg and Tausch considered the modified

trapezoidal rule

(3)      i((^,"(/o0))(o,o) + (^"(/o0))(i,o) + (^;(/o0))(o,i))

and the modified midpoint rule

(4) (¿?(f°4>))(¿,\).

If we transformed the surface integral into an integral over the triangle o and

approximated the latter integral numerically, we would have to evaluate the

partial derivatives of the map </>, which is only defined implicitly in applications
of boundary element methods [1]. The advantage of the rules (3) and (4) is that

they avoid the evaluation of these partial derivatives. Georg conjectured that

these rules admit an asymptotic expansion in even powers of j¡ under certain

regularity conditions on / and <p. We prove this conjecture in Theorem 1.

2. Proof of the asymptotic expansion

Definition 1. Suppose Q, is an open subset of M" and Ù its closure. Then we

say that a function / is smooth on Q if the partial derivatives of all orders of

/ exist and are continuous on Q and we say that / is smooth on Q if / is
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smooth on Q and if the partial derivatives of all orders of / have a continuous
extension on Û.

Lemma 1. Suppose fix, y) is a smooth function on the square [0, l]2 .  Then

we have the asymptotic expansion

-.   n-X n—\      / 1   ,   •      1   ,    -\

,=o ¡=0     \ I

i      rl   * Bka)B,fr
EE¿ /   / f^(x,y)dxdy
k=0 1=0 ,/0   ,/0

2/    iv2/ -   Û5 « -» 00 ,

Â:!/!

w/zerc 5m(i) represents the Bernoulli polynomial of degree m in t.

This is a well-known generalization of the classical Euler-Maclaurin summa-

tion formula (cf. [4]). Observe that Bm(\) = 0 if m is odd. Consequently,

we have an asymptotic expansion in even powers of £ . The following lemma

combines this asymptotic expansion with a Taylor expansion.

Lemma 2. Suppose the function fix, y, h) is smooth on

U=^ix,y,h)£R3:0<h<t , \<x<l~, ^<V<1-|| ,

where e > 0. 77ze« we have the asymptotic expansion

000000 1 Z"1/-1 R/1,1R/'1'\

-EEE^i j[ /'■<•»>(*,,,o)^*!Mi> „.,Ä

Remark. If /(jc , y, h) is smooth on

{(*, y, A) : (x, y, h) e ù or (x, y, -h) € Ù},

and if / is even with respect to h ,

fix, y, -h) = fix, y, h),

then we have an asymptotic expansion in even powers of j¡.

Proof of Lemma 2. Let M be an arbitrary positive integer. Expanding fix, y, h)
in its Taylor series about h = 0, we have

M hm
(5) fix,y,h) = YJ f{0'°'m)ix,y,0)~+fMix,y, h).

*—' ml
m=0

The remainder fM{x, y, h) is uniformly of order (fihM+x) :

(6) \/ix,y,h)£Ù:\fMix,y,h)\<KhM+x,
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where

K =    max
(x,y,h)eù

1 f(0,0^){x,y,h)
iM+l)

Using (5), we have

1 EE/ k+i    k+j    1

;=0 7=0
n      n

(1)

M     .   n-Xn-\

i + i   \ + J

1

n2

By Lemma 1, we have

n-ln-l

= E¿EE/t0'M,(In
m=0        i=0 7=0 \

'\ + i   \+J   1

,0
m\ ni nm

YYfM
i=o ;=o

n      n

* n — i rt — i      .

1    y^ y^ J_ f(o,o,
n2+m Z^i 2-~i yyi\

m)     1 + i     1+J

(=0 j=0

(8)
k+l+m<M

=   Y  ^jfjf/^W.o)*^ Bk(j)Bi(ti
k\l\m\

+ >
1

,M+\

and by (6) we have

(9)

n-ln-1

¿EE/' + i    î+7    1
M

1=0 7=0 \

Substituting (8) and (9) in (7), we have

1 "^^ J\ + i    \+j    I

n      n
<

K
,M+X

EE/
1=0 7=0

n      n

■ 1    fl

i-i/j.™^«.! " /0   /0
0)dxdy

k+l+m<M

Bk(\)Bi(\)
k\l\m\

+ <
1

,M+1

As M can be chosen arbitrarily large, the lemma is proved.   □

Lemma 3. Suppose </> : o -* M3 is a smooth map such that

(10) V(w, v) £ o : ^'•°)(m, «) x 0<O'»(M, v) # (0, 0, 0).
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Then there exists an e > 0 such that the function

A(u,v, h) := h'2 area[(f>i{V0iu, v,h), Vxiu, v , h), V2{u, v, h)})],

where

Voiu, v,h)= iu- 2>v~ 2) '

Vxiu,v,h)= (u+ 2'v~ 2) '

V2iu,v,h)= (u- 2>v+ 2) '

is smooth on

Ù = Uu,v,h)£ R3:|/2|<e , y <w, y <v , « + «<1-|A||.

The inequalities in the definition of Ù ensure that <j> is defined at Vq{u, v, h),

Vx{u,v,h) and V2iu,v,h).

Proof of Lemma 3. Let

N{u,v,h)= i4>iVxiu,v,h))- <t>iV0iu, v , h)))

xi4>iV2iu,v,h))-<t>iV0iu,v,h))).

Then Niu, v , h) depends smoothly on {u,v ,h). Expanding N{u, v , h) in

a Taylor series about h = 0, we have uniformly

oo

Niu, v, h) ~ ^2 cj(u ' v)hJ+2 as h -► 0,

7=0

where

Coiu,v) = <j>(x<°\u,v)x(f>(0>x\u, v).

The Taylor expansion of N^k'l'm\u, v , h) is obtained by termwise differenti-

ation of this expansion

N(k'l'm\u,v,h)^YJcfJ)iu,v)^-^r as A-0.
j=o

Let

M{u, v, h) = h~2N{u ,v,h).

Then, applying the Leibniz rule for differentiation of a product, and using the
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Taylor expansions of the partial derivatives of Niu, v , h), we have

'¿'Tz-2'
M*>l'm\u,v,h) = ¿ (™\ (^r) x(k'''m-i](u, v, h)

Ë(7)(^)E^,(^)a^o

7=0 1=0

oo

E«r<«. .>££«*-o
7=0

Y,cf'l\u,v)jij-l)---ij-m+l)h'-m as A-0,
7=m

uniformly. Hence, A/(w, v , h) admits a smooth extension as h —► 0. As

AT(w,v,0) = <jP<0)(", v) x ¿(0,i)(M, „),

we have by (10) that

V(u,«, A) EQ:#,i), A) ?é (0,0,0),

provided e is chosen sufficiently small. As a result,

A(u,v,h) = ^\\M(u,v,h)\\

is smooth on Ù.   □

We now state the main result.

Theorem 1. Suppose </> ¿s as in Lemma 3 awd" g(w, v) is a smooth function on

a. Then for {u,v) £ o the following asymptotic expansion holds:

(11) {srng){UtV)„^Cjéwl asn^O0t

fc=0

where ck{u, v) is a polynomial of total degree < 2k in u and v .

Proof. We first prove the theorem under the additional assumption

(12) 3e, >0: g{u, v) = 0 if u + v > 1 -e,.

According to Lemma 3, there exists an t2 > 0 such that Ais, t, h) is smooth

on

ñ2 = Us,t,h)£ R3:|A|<e2 , ^ <s , y <', s + t<l-\h\\.
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Choose 0 < e < \ min{ei, e2} and let

Ù = {{s,t,h)£R>:\h\<e,^<s<l-^,^<t<l-f}

For each (s, /, A) £ Ù, at least one of the following conditions is satisfied:

(i) 5 + r+|A|<l.

If this condition is satisfied, we put

Tis,t, h) := gis + h(u- 5), t + h{u - \))Ais,t,h).

(ii) s + t- |A| > 1 -ex.

If this condition is satisfied, we put T(s, t, h) :=0.

The conditions are not mutually exclusive, but by (12) both expressions for

Tis, t, A) coincide if both conditions are satisfied. The function T(j, t, A) is
consequently well defined and smooth on Q. If n > e~x, we have

igoalJ)iu,v)area[i<poalJ)iV)] = ±r(l-^,l^,±Y

igoalJ)iu,v)area[i<poalJ)iV)] = -ïY1 t- / ' + 2   J + \      1
nL    \    n        n        n

Inserting this in (1), we have

tí7f)(«..)-¿   E   r(i±i.í±i.I
0<i+j<n-l      \

1 v^       t^^"+í    J + 'k
n2      *-^ \    n n n

0<i+j<n-2      \

Introducing additional zero terms, we have

(^X,»» = ¿EE(r(^.^.i)+r(i±i,^,-i)).

As the function

Tis,t,h) + ris,t,-h)

is even in A and smooth for sufficiently small A , the asymptotic expansion (11)

follows from Lemma 2 under the assumption (12). As rv°'°'m)(j, t, 0) is a

polynomial of total degree < m in u and v with coefficients depending on

s and t, it follows that ckiu,v) is a polynomial of total degree < 2k in u

and v.
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Now suppose the assumption (12) is not satisfied. There exists a partition of

unity (cf. [5, Theorem 6.20, p. 147])

ipoiu, v) + y/xiu,v) + y/2iu,v) = 1,

where \¡/q , y/x, y/2 are nonnegative smooth functions such that

3
Wo(u, v) = 0  if  u + v > -,

y/x(u, v) = 0  if  u < -r,

y/2iu, v) = 0  if v < -.

We have

Let

5?« g = S^iwog)+^H(Vfig)+^H(¥2g).

goiu, v) := iwog)iu, v),

gx{u,v):=iy/xg)il -u-v,v),

g2iu, v) := (y/2g)(u, l-u-v).

Then

(13)
iS?g)iu, v) = iS%"go)iu, v) + iS?gl)il-u-v,v)

+ iS^g2)iu, l-u-v),

and the function g¡{u, v), j = 1, 2, 3, is smooth on a and

3
gjiu, v) = 0 if u + v > -.

Hence, according to the first part of the proof, <9^gj admits an asymptotic

expansion in even powers of j¡. The asymptotic expansion for ¿??g can thus

be obtained as the sum of the asymptotic expansions of the terms of the right-

hand side of (13).   D

Suppose <f) is as in Theorem 1 and fix, y, z) is a smooth function on an

open set containing S = 0(cr). Then giu, v) = if o </j)(w, v) is smooth on a ,

and by Theorem 1

S?{fo4>)

admits an asymptotic expansion in even powers of ¿. By (2) the dominant

term of this expansion is the surface integral of / over S. The modified

trapezoidal rule (3) and the modified midpoint rule (4) thus have an asymptotic

error expansion in even powers of £ .
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